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Four data sets collected with the Mark II detector during its operation at the SPEAR and PEP
e e storage rings at SLAC are used to study the Bose-Einstein correlation between pairs and trip-
lets of like-sign charged pions. The data sets represent four diA'erent regions of energy available for
hadron production: the J/p at v's =3.095 CxeV, typical hadronic energy of =5 GeV in two-

photon events, and annihilation in the energy regions &s =4—7 CJeV above the J/tt, and &s =29
CreV. The Bose-Einstein correlation is studied as a function of Q, the four-momentum difference
squared of the pair, and of Q', , an analogous quantity defined for triplets. After corrections for
Coulomb eft'ects and pion misidentification, pair analyses indicate a nearly full Bose-Einstein
enhancement (A. = l) in the J/f and the two-photon data, and about half the maximum value in the
two higher-energy data sets. The pair analysis parameter r lies within a band of +0. 1 fm around 0.7
fm and is essentially the same for all four data sets. Pion triplet analyses give consistent results for
the triplet parameters A.3 and r, . In an attempt to investigate the shape of the pion source, we also
study the Bose-Einstein correlation in pion pairs using two-dimensional distributions in components

ofQ.

I. INTRODUCTION

An enhancement in the production of pairs of pions of
like charge and similar momentum has been observed in a
variety of experiments, ' including hadronic reactions,
heavy-ion collisions, ' e+e annihilation, two-
photon collisions, ' and p-hadron collisions. " This
phenomenon, known as the Bose-Einstein correlation or
the Goldhaber-Goldhaber-Lee-Pais (GGLP) effect, was
originally noted in pp annihilation' and was interpreted
as a consequence of Bose-Einstein statistics obeyed by
like-charged pion pairs. ' In analogy with the work of
Hanbury-Brown and Twiss' in stellar intensity inter-
ferometry, the Bose-Einstein correlation is described in
terms of a correlation function Cz, which is defined as the
ratio of the joint production probability P(k, , k2) to the

product P(k, )P(k2) of single-pion production probabili-
ties, where k, and k2 are the pion four-momenta. For a
chaotic (thermal) pion source, the correlation function is
given by

P(k1, k2)
C (k, k )—: =1+ Ip(kt k2)l',

where p(k1 —k2) is the Fourier transform of the source
distribution. The symmetrization requirement on the
pion-pair wave function results in the interference term
lp(k1 —k2)l, which contains information about the
space-time structure of the pion source. '

Since, in typical hadron production experiments it is
not feasible to accurately calculate inclusive production
distributions P(k, ), and P(k2), one studies the Bose-
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Einstein correlation by comparing the distribution of
like-charged pion pairs with a distribution of reference
sample pairs which are free of the Bose-Einstein correla-
tion. The ratio R of the like-pair distribution divided by
a suitably normalized reference pair distribution is
parametrized in terms of a Gaussian function of the
four-momentum difference squared Q:

R(Q )=1+Re

Q (k k )—:—(k —k ) =M —4m

where M&2 is the invariant mass of the pair, m is the pion
mass, and I, and r are parameters determined by a fit to
the data. Although this is an empirical expression, it has
been shown to describe e+e collision data very well
over a wide range of center-of-mass energies.

In the limit of identical momenta, a completely chaotic
source is expected to produce R (Q ~0)=2. Since most
experiments measure a less than maximum Bose-Einstein
enhancement, the parameter A, was introduced in front
of the enhancement term to represent the strength of the
observed effect. For a fully coherent pion source (pion
laser), the Bose-Einstein enhancement term is expected to
vanish (X=O), and claims have been made that A, is thus
a measure of the degree of source coherence. ' '
Bowler points out, however, that this interpretation
may be overly simplistic in high-energy e+e collisions,
and that a variety of source conditions can produce A, & 1.

Interpretation of the parameter r is also the subject of
some debate. In the case of a fully chaotic source, the pa-

rameter r corresponds to an average over the spatial and
temporal source dimensions. Current models of the
space-time evolution of particle production present a very
difFerent picture of the hadronic source. In the case of
e+e jets, for example, QCD leads us to expect that the
pions are produced along a color string, ' and at SLAC
PEP energies (&s =29 GeV) the longitudinal extent of
pion production points is expected to be on the order of
30 fm. This is in contrast with the typical measured
values of r =0.7 fm in e+e experiments. In addition,
most experiments have found that the simple Gaussian
form in Q gives the best fit to the Bose-Einstein enhance-
ment in the data. It has been pointed out, however,
that since pion momenta in the color string model are
correlated with the production region along the string,
the parameter r may be a measure of the size of the local
emitting region rather than the extent of the entire
source. This would reconcile the string model with the
observation of an apparently "spherical" source. In fact,
the classical Artru-Mennessier string model has been
modified to include the Bose-Einstein correlation ' and
has been shown to successfully reproduce the major
features of the Bose-Einstein enhancement observed in
the data. While the debate over the interpretation of r
continues, in this analysis we will use r as a benchmark
for the relative comparison of data sets and experiments.

The analysis of the Bose-Einstein correlation in like-
charged pion triplets follows the procedure for pairs.
The triplet correlation function for a chaotic source is
given by

C3(k&, k2, k3)=1+ Ip(k& —k2)l + Ip(k2 —k3)l + Ip(k3 —
k& )I +2Relp(k& —kz)p(k2 —k3)p(k3 —

k& )I,
where the last term is referred to as the purely triplet enhancement. If we naively use the pair parametrization

2Q2 /2
Ip(k, —k, ) I

= &Ye
"

where Q,":—Q (k, , k. ), and if we neglect phase factors, the triplet correlation function can be expressed as

R (g g g )=1+Re "+ke "+Re "+2 e

where p represents the strength of the purely triplet
enhancement term 0&@&1. Limited statistics make it
impossible to study R3 as a function of the three vari-
ables Q, z, Q33, and Q», so R3 is usually parametrized
in analogy with pair analysis

2Q2
R3(Q3 ) = 1+A3e

as a function of the single variable

Q3(kfyk2pk3):M]239m —Q,2+Q33+Q3]

where M&23 is the invariant mass of the three pions. In
the limit of small Q&2 =Qz3 =Q» —= Q,", Q3 =3Q,", and
self-consistency between the pair and triplet parametriza-
tions leads us to expect that k3 = 3A. +2p & 5 and
(r l3) (r3 ((r /2). Although we cannot make a
significant measurement of p within our statistics, we find
that the remaining parameters satisfy these lin&its.

In an effort to probe the shape of the pion source, the

Bose-Einstein correlation is also studied in terms of com-
ponents of the four-momentum difference relative to
some particular axis defined in the event. If we define

qo
—=

I
E

& E2 I
as the e—nergy difference of the pair,

q—:p, —
p2 as the three-momentum difference (q—= lql),

and u as a unit vector along the chosen axis, these vari-
ables are related to Q as follows:

where
2 = 2 — 2

qT
——q X u, qL =—q.u, qL =qL —

qo .

The unit vector u can be defined pair by pair as

P&+P2

Ip&+p21
'

which we refer to as the Kopylov axis. In this case
there is a simple relationship between qL and qo..
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y
qo~

1

where y is defined for the pion pairs as

Ei+E2

Then
2

L' 2y'

2
qo
—1

The second parametrization is based on the Kopylov-
Podgoretskii model of a disk source, which can be ap-
proximated in our data by a Gaussian distribution of
sources in space and time:

- r2q2- r2q2
R (Kopylov) = 1+A,e

Note that here in the Kopylov form, one obtains —roqo
in the exponent, rather than the +roqo term obtained
from an expansion of Q . Since we do not have enough
statistics to study R in terms of three variables, we
effectively integrate over one at a time by considering the
two-dimensional distributions

-r2q2-r2q2
R(q2 q2) —1+Re

-r2 2-r2 2

R (qT, qo ) = 1+Re

as well as the distribution in the invariant quantities:
2' 2 r2 2

R (q, q ~ ) = 1+Re

Using the parametrizations and variables discussed
above, we investigate the Bose-Einstein correlation in
four separate data sets, all produced in e+e collisions.
These represent four different regions of energy available
for hadron production, as well as different production
mechanisms.

(1) One data set, SPEAR J/p, consists of hadronic
events collected at E, =3.095 GeV, where the J/f de-
cays primarily via three gluons and partly through a vir-
tual photon.

(2) A second data set, PEP yy, is made up of two-
photon events collected at E, =29 GeV, where the

From these relations we can see that qL ~ is the longitudi-
nal component of the three-momentum difFerence in the
pion-pair rest frame. We also note that qL =qo.

In two-jet events, u can also be defined event by event
as the sphericity axis. In this case the relationship be-
tween qL and qo is no longer a simple function of y. In
either definition of u, the variables qT and ql are Lorentz
invariant for a boost along u, while ql and qo are not.

These quantities are used in two alternative parame-
trizations of the Bose-Einstein correlation. The first is a
straightforward expansion of the familiar expression for
R (Q ) and gives

—r q
—r q +r qR(Q2) 1+g r T L L 0 0

-r2 2-r2 2

=)+Re

average energy available for hadronization is =5 GeV.
The production process in two-photon events is described
by the vector-dominance model (VDM) when the had-
rons are produced at low transverse momenta, while hard
scattering is expected to dominate at high transverse mo-
menta.

(3) The third data set, SPEAR qq, is composed of an-
pihilations of qq into hadrons at E, =4. 1 —6.7 GeV. In
this continuum above the J/1f and p', charm production
is important, and jets become evident.

(4) Annihilations of qq into hadrons at E, =29 GeV
make up the last data set, PEP qq. Here two-jet produc-
tion dominates, and three-jet events make up nearly a
quarter of the data. Both charm and bottom production
are significant.

Our goal was to study how the parameters describing
the Bose-Einstein correlation vary for these four different
hadron production mechanisms. The data analyzed here
were collected with a single detector, the Mark II, whose
elements (relevant to this analysis) were basically un-
changed during its running at SPEAR and PEP. Detec-
tor acceptance and eSciency were thus essentially the
same for all data sets studied.

This paper is organized as follows. We describe the
detector, the four data sets, and event selection in the
next section. A discussion of study and reference samples
in Sec. III is followed in Sec. IV by a description of
corrections applied to the data. Results and discussion
are presented in Sec. V. These include pair and triplet
analyses, the special case of two-photon data, pair
analysis in terms of two parameters (components of Q ),
and some miscellaneous topics. The final section contains
a summary and conclusions.

II. DATA ACQUISITION AND @EDUCTION

A. Apparatus

The data sets used in this analysis were collected with
the Mark II detector during its operation at the SPEAR
and PEP e+e collider storage rings located at the Stan-
ford Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC). Reference 27
contains a detailed description of the detector in its
SPEAR configuration. The Inajor element of the detector
upgrade for operation at PEP was the addition of a high-
resolution vertex drift chamber.

Central to this analysis is the measurement of
charged-particle momenta by the 16-layer cylindrical
main drift chamber immersed in an axial magnetic field
of 4.06 kG at SPEAR and 2.3 kG at PEP. The momen-
tum resolution at SPEAR was (o /p ) =(0.015)
+ (0.010p ), where p is in GeV/c. In the PEP2

P

configuration the additional information from the vertex
chamber partially offset the efFects of a lower magnetic
field, resulting in a net resolution of ( cr~ /p )
=(0.025) +(0.01lp) . The acceptance of the main drift
chamber was 80%%uo of 4m.

Except where noted, the Mark II components used for
particle identification were the s@me in the two
configurations. Forty-eight strips of scintillator sur-
rounded the drift chamber and formed the time-of-Right
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(TOF) system. The TOF resolution was about 300 ps at
SPEAR, allowing good pion separation from kaons for
momenta up to 1 GeV/c and from protons up to 2
GeV/c. At PEP radiation, damage to the scintillators de-
graded the TOF resolution to about 380 ps. The liquid-
argon electromagnetic calorimeter, used here to veto
electrons, was a barrel of eight modules surrounding the
TOF system and covering about 65% of 4vr. The
calorimeter was surrounded by four walls of the muon
system, which consisted of (two at SPEAR and four at
PEP) layers of steel and proportional tubes and covered
about 45% of 4vr

The small-angle-tagging (SAT) system, added to the
Mark II in the PEP configuration, provided tracking and
calorimetry at polar angles of 21 mrad to 82 mrad. In
this analysis the SAT system was used to tag two-photon
events by detecting electrons scattered close to the beam
axis.

B. Data acquistion

At SPEAR, the Mark II Collaboration gathered data
both at fixed center-of-mass energies and over energy
scans. The SPEAR J/g data sets consist of e+e an-
nihilation events at the J/t/i (E, =3.095 GeV), while
the SPEAR qq data is made up of three smaller data sam-
ples of 4. 1 —6.7 GeV representing the continuum above
the J/1(. During its operation at PEP, the Mark II col-
lected a total of 220 pb ' of data at E, of 29 GeV.
Approximately half of the data was collected with the
drift chamber operating at reduced voltage, degrading
the tracking efficiency. The PEP qq data set, consisting
of e+e annihilation events at F., =29 GeV, is taken
from the high-quality half of the data. The PEP yy data,
made up of SAT two-photon events, is drawn from the
entire 220 pb ' collected at PEP. The energy of the tag-
ging electron was required to be greater then 6 GeV. The
data sets are summarized in Table I.

C. Track and event selection

In general, the cuts used here are fairly loose and were
chosen to retain maximum statisti. cs while selecting well-
measured hadronic events and minimizing contamination
from backgrounds such as cosmic rays, beam-gas events,
and lepton pair production processes.

Event selection begins with a search for charged tracks
which have well-measured momenta and project close to
the primary vertex. The momentum of each accepted
track is required to satisfy p„0.1 GeV/c, where p is
the momentum component perpendicular to the beam
axis. The distance of the closest approach of the track to
the beam axis is required to be r, ~5.0 cm along the
beam axis and

1.0 cm for p ) 1 GeV/c,
y 1.0 cmGeV/c f (] G V

pxy

perpendicular to the beam axis. This cut reduces the
fraction of tracks- coming from relatively distant decay
vertices, such as the E and A. To ensure that the track
is well tracked by the drift chamber, the angle between
the track and the beam axis at the primary vertex must
satisfy

~

cosO
~

& 0.79.
Calorimeter tracks due to neutral particles are subject-

ed to minimal quality cuts since they are only used in
cluster finding and in calculating the total visible energy.
Such a neutral track is used if it deposited an energy of
200 MeV or more in the liquid-argon calorimeter, and if
the shower center is 7 cm or more away from the closest
projected drift-chamber track.

Several cuts are made on the events defined by these
charged and neutral tracks. The reconstructed primary
vertex must be within 1 cm of the interaction point in the
xy plane and within 5.0 cm in the direction along the
beam axis. The event must have three or more charged
tracks. Contamination by simple QED events is reduced
by two additional cuts. First, an event is rejected if it has
three or four good charged tracks and contains at least
one well identified e or p. Second, in order to remove ~
pairs, an event is rejected if it is determined to have two
jets each of which has an e6'ective mass less than 2.5
GeV. In order to remove two-photon events from the
sample of e+e annihilation events, we require that the
total visible energy E„,=E,h„g,z +E„,„,„,~ be greater
than 0.25E,

All particles which are not well-identified electrons,
muons, kaons, or protons are given pion masses. 8'ell
identified is defined for each particle as follows: (1) a par-
ticle with p ) 1 GeV/c is called an electron if it satisfies
the Mark II utility cuts for defining electrons, based on
liquid-argon energy deposition and shower geometry; (2)
a particle with p ) 2 GeV/c is called a muon if it
penetrates all four layers of the muon system; (3) a parti-
cle with p ( 1 GeV/c (p ~ 2 GeV/c) is called a kaon (pro-
ton) if the TOF weight ' for a kaon (proton) is

Wt~(W&)) 0.35, and if the measured time of flight is
within 4o. of the expected time for a kaon (proton) with
momentum p. We use Monte Carlo simulation to esti-
mate and correct for the remaining fraction of particles
misidentified as pions.

In order to eliminate photon-conversion products
which can be misidentified as an unlike-charged pion
pair, we apply a cut on the pair angle: cosO „,~0.999.
The same cut is applied to like-charged pairs to preserve
the phase space match between like and unlike pairs.

TABLE I. A summary of the four data sets studied in this analysis.

Data-set name

SPEAR J/f
PEP yy
SPEAR qq
PEP qq

Process

g~ hadrons

yy ~hadrons
qq ~hadrons
qq ~hadrons

3.1

29
4.1 -6.7

29

X(pb ')

0.4
198.0
13.2

113.2
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TABLE II. Number of events on data-summary tapes before any cuts, the number of events surviving event-selection cuts, and the
number of events contributing pairs and triplets.

Data set

SPEAR j/I/)
PEP yy
SPEAR qq
PEP qq

Number of
events

before any cuts

1 285 000
264 000
495 000
182 000

Number of
hadronic events

477 000
42 000
78 000
54 000

Number of
analysis events

(pairs)

308 000
28 000
51 000
52 000

Number of
analysis events

(triplets)

48 000
6 000

16000
45000

This cut falls well within the first bin of our Q distribu-
tion and does not measurably inAuence the fitted values
of the parameters of interest.

Finally, a pion-multiplicity cut is made on the event.
Events with two pions favor unlike charged pairs. We
therefore require that at least three pions and both
charges be present for pair analysis. For similar reasons,
a minimum multiplicity of five pions and both charges
are required for triplet analysis.

The total number of events passing these cuts, together
with the number of events on data-summary tapes before
the cuts, are listed for each data set in Table II ~ Table III
shows the total number of pions, pairs, and triplets in
each data set. Note that not all events used to make pairs
(N + )3) can be used to make triplets (N + )5).

III. STUDY AND REFERENCE SAMPLES

In this analysis we examine the Bose-Einstein correla-
tion in two study samples: like-charged pion pairs and
like-charged pion triplets. Unless otherwise noted, all of
the comments apply to both study samples. We measure
the Bose-Einstein enhancement by comparing the study
sample to a reference sample. An ideal reference sample
is a copy of the study. sample in the absence of the Bose-
Einstein correlation. In reality, reference samples avail-
able to us are only approximations of the ideal.

Momentum conservation and pion multiplicity togeth-
er determine the kinematical phase-space distribution of
pion pairs and triplets independently of their charge com-
binations. Unlike-charged pion pairs are therefore an ob-
vious choice as a reference sample for the pair study sam-
ple, although resonances in the phase space of unlike
pairs must be taken into account when studying the ratio
of like-to-unlike pairs. An analysis of the triplet study
sample is complicated by the need for a reference sample
which is entirely free of the Bose-Einstein correlation.

Any triplet of positive and negative pions (+++ ) con-
tains one like-charged pair and the corresponding pair
Bose-Einstein correlation.

Combining points from different events, or event mix-
ing, is a well-established method of approximating the
ideal reference sample. In this analysis we use an event
mixing algorithm to create mixed cluster-reference sam
ples for pairs and triplets. In pair analysis, the mixed
cluster reference sample is free of resonances such as the
K and p that distort the phase space of the unlike-
charge pairs. In triplet analysis, the mixed-cluster refer-
ence sample is entirely free of the Bose-Einstein correla-
tion, unlike the +++ reference sample. The construc-
tion of the mixed-cluster reference samples is described in
Appendix C.

In Fig. l we show the Q distributions of like and un-
like pairs superimposed, with the number of unlike pairs
normalized to the number of like pairs in the Q region
0.68—1.0 GeV . We can note the agreement in the
phase-space envelopes of the two samples, the Bose-
Einstein enhancement in the region of small Q in the
like-charged pairs, and the K and p signals in the
unlike-charged pairs. Figure 2 shows a similar compar-
ison for like-charged triplets and +++ triplets in the
variable Q3 . Figure 3 shows the uncorrected ratio of
like- to unlike-charged pair distributions, while Fig. 4
shows the uncorrected ratio of like to mixed-cluster pair
distributions. Figures 5 and 6 show the uncorrected ra-
tios of like to (+++ ) and like to mixed-cluster triplet
distributions, respectively.

IV. CORRECTIONS

Before we can study the Bose-Einstein correlation, we
must understand what other effects are present in our
study and reference samples. These can be divided into

TABLE III. The total number of pairs and triplets in each data set.

Data set &+++
SPEAR J/|i)
PEP yy
SPEAR qq
PEP qq

484 000
61 000

149000
278 000

813 000
94 000

224000
323 000

55 000
13 000
36 000

341 000

436 000
73 000

216 000
1 375 000
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two general categories: other correlations arising from
the hadronization process and detector eKciency effects.

A. Final-state interactions

The final state of a charged pion pair is affected by the
strong interaction and by the Coulomb force. An esti-
mate of the effects of the strong interaction on the mea-
surement of the Bose-Einstein enhancement has been
made by Suzuki. ' The two like-sign pions, which at
low relative momentum are in an s-wave I =2 state, ex-
perience a repulsive final-state interaction. Suzuki esti-
mates the effect on A, to be roughly a 15% reduction.
Bowler estimates even a considerably larger reduction,
but goes on to point out that for this to occur the pions

would have to be at a range small compared to 1 fm. He
argues that for an extended source, such as represented
by a color string, only a small fractiori of the pions are
within the range of final-state dipion interactions. In
view of the uncertainties involved we make no attempt to
correct for strong-interaction effects. As we will show
below, within the framework of Bose-Einstein correla-
tions, there is no room for such corrections, in two of our
data samples, without I, significantly exceeding unity.

Two like- (unlike-) charged pions experience Coulomb
repulsion (attraction), producing fewer (extra) pairs in the
region of small relative momenta. The correction factor
for this effect follows from the generalized Gamow fac-
tor, which is derived, for example, by Davydov. The
ratio of the corrected like to corrected unlike pairs then
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FIG. 1. The Q' distributions for like- (crosses) and unlike-
(circles) charged pairs. The two distributions are normalized 1:o
each other by rescaling the vertical axis of the unlike-pair distri-
bution so that the like and unlike distributions overlap each
other in the region of 0.20 GeV & Q &0.36 CxeV2. Note the ex-
cess of like-charged pairs (Bose-Einstein enhancement) in the re-
gion of small Q and the K and p resonance signals in the
unlike-charged pairs.

Q3 (GeV )

FICx. 2. The Q, distributions for like (crosses) and +++
(circles) triplets. The two distributions ape normalized to each
other by rescaling the vertical axis pf the ++ -+ triplet distribu-
tion so that the like and +++ distributions overlap each other
in the region of 0.50 CxeV & Q' & 1.00 GeV'. Note the excess of
like-charged triplets (Bose-Einstein enhancement) in the region
of small Q3 .
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represents 8 in the absence of the Coulomb interaction.
Details of the Coulomb-correction procedure in pair and
triplet analyses are described in Appendix A. The net
e6'ect of the Coulomb correction is to increase the fitted
value of A, by about 11—13%%uo over the uncorrected value
in all four data sets. The value of r is unaffected, within
error, by this correction. Similarly in triplets, the fitted
value of ttt, 3 is increased by = 10%%uo.

B. Pion misidenti6cation

If one or both particles in a like-charged pair are not
really pions, the pair will not exhibit the Bose-Einstein

correlation and will thus reduce the observed Bose-
Einstein enhancement. Although the probability of pion
misidentification is a function of particle momentum, the
fraction of like-charged pairs T „in which both pions are
correctly identified is found to be nearly independent of
Q . This fraction and the reference sample distribution
are used to calculate a pion-misidentification correction
for like-charged pion pair and triplet distributions. De-
tails of the pion misidentification correction are given in
Appendix B. The net effect of the pion misidentification
correction is to increase the fitted value of A, by about 20
to 25%, depending on the data set. The value of r is the
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FIG. 3. Ratio of like- to unlike-charged pair distributions
with no corrections applied.
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FICs. 4. Ratio of like- to mixed-cluster pair distributions with
no corrections applied.
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same, within error, before and after this correction. In
triplets, the pion-misidentification correction raises the
fitted value of A, 3 by about 30—38 %, again depending on
the data set.

C. Drift-chamber performance

The two-track resolution limit of the drift chamber dic-
tates how small a Q and thus how large a parameter r
can be resolved. From a study of the difference between

+Q,„calculated using Monte Carlo —generated mo-

menta and QQ&„calculated using the reconstructed

Monte Carlo tracks, we find a distribution that has a full
width at half maximum of b Q =0.028 GeV for pairs and
b, Q3 =0.05 GeV for triplets. We thus estimate the max-
imum parameters r and r3 that can be observed in this ex-
periment as

Ac

Acr3,„= =4 fm .
~Q3
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FIG. 5. Ratio of like to +++ triplet distributions with no
corrections applied.
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These are well outside the range of =1 fm, which is the
typical value found in e+e collision experiments.

One of the major systematic errors in this analysis is
the broadening of the Bose-Einstein enhancement due to
the finite-momentum resolution. To study this efFect, we
simulate the Bose-Einstein enhancement of Monte Carlo
data by weighting each like-charged pion pair by R(Q )

with A, =1.00 and r =1.00 fm. Distributions in Q,„and
Qd„are made for weighted like and nonweighted like
pion pairs. For both Q,„and Qd„we form the ratio of
weighted like to nonweighted like pairs and fit it to the
expression for R(Q ). Comparing the fitted values of A,

and r for R(Q,„)with the fitted values for R (Qd„), we
assign a systematic error of 8% in A, and 5% in r due to
the momentum resolution. An analogous procedure with
triplets leads us to assign a systematic error of 15% in A.3

andS% in r3 .
Finally, we study the asymmetry in the detection of

like- versus unlike-charged pairs with small pair angles
by considering the distribution of pair angles in Monte
Carlo data. In order to remove conversion pairs, where
the e+e are misidentified as a pion pair, we eliminate
pairs with cos0&0.999 (8(2.5 degrees) from both the
like- and unlike-charged pair samples. A study of Monte
Carlo —simulated events shows that above =2.5 degrees
like- and unlike-pair angle distributions have the same
shape, and hence the detection asymmetry is negligible.

D. Other correlations

The Bose-Einstein correlation modifies the phase-space
density of single pions, which in turn modifies the phase
space of both the unlike-charged pion pairs and the
mixed-cluster reference sample. The magnitude of this
effect, also known as the residual correlation, is estimated
using an iterative procedure. We find that the magni-
tude of the residual correlation is a small fraction of the
error in the fit to the parameters of interest and therefore
negligible.

In the ratio of like to unlike pairs, shown in Fig. 3,
there is evidence of long-range momentum correlations in
the form of a slow rise in R with Q . We take this effect
into account by modifying the expression for R to include
a factor (1+5Q ), where ti parametrizes the average rise
with Q . The full expression used in fitting is then

R =X(1+5Q )(1+Re ' ~ ),

where X is a normalization factor.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Calculation and Atting of the correlation function

Before the ratio R is made, the data are fully corrected
by applying the Coulomb correction to both the study
and unlike pion reference sample distributions and the
pion misidentification correction to the study sample dis-
tributions. All the fits are done by minimizing the g
with the utility minimization routine MINUIT. The fit
to the expression for R (Q ) [Eq. (1)] is done over:

Q ( GeV ) = [0.00—0. 12,0.20—0.36,0.68 —1.00] .

These regions avoid the K and p resonances in the
unlike-charged pairs. For consistency, the same regions
are used for fitting the ratio of like to mixed-cluster pairs.
The fit parameters are A, , r, 6, and X. The number of
study and reference sample pairs are normalized to each
other over the region 0.20 (Q (0.36 GeV, but X is re-
tained in the fit to take care of small deviations from 1.00.

In analogy with the pair analysis, the fully corrected
pion triplet ratio R3(Q3 ) is fitted to

2 2

R 3
=X3 ( 1+A.3e

' ') .

The fit to R 3 is done over

Q3(GeV ) =(0.01—1.00),
both for the +++ reference sample and for the mixed-
cluster reference sample.

B. Results of pair analyses

Pair analysis results are given in Table IV. The ratio of
fully corrected like- to unlike-charged pair distributions
are shown in Fig. 7, while the ratio of fully corrected like
to mixed-cluster pair distributions are shown in Fig. 8.

In the ratio of like to unlike pairs, we find that after all
corrections are made the values of A, for the SPEAR J/g
and PEP yy data sets are close to the maximum expected
value of 1.00, while the k values for the SPEAR qq and
PEP qq data sets are significantly smaller than the max-
imum. The value of r is nearly independent of applied
corrections and is fairly constant between 0.75 fm to 0.85
fm for all data sets.

Using the mixed-cluster reference sample, we note that
the K and p resonances clearly evident in Fig. 7 (ratio
of like- to unlike-charged pairs) are absent as expected in

Fig. 8 (ratio of like to mixed-cluster pairs). Comparison
of the parameter 5 gives a measure of how well mixed-
cluster pairs reproduce the phase-space distribution of
unlike pairs at large Q . Values of 5 for the two reference
samples are the same within errors in the SPEAR qq,
PEP yy, and PEP qq data sets, while the agreement is
slightly worse in the SPEAR J /g data. The small
differences in A, and r found using the two reference sam-
ples represent a model-dependent systematic error on the
measured quantities. We consider the reasonable agree-
ment between the two reference samples in pair analysis
as a test of the mixed-cluster reference sample prior to its
use in triplet analysis.

C. Results of triplet analyses

Results of triplet analyses are shown in Table V, which
contains the results for both the ratio of like to +++
triplets and the ratio of like to mixed-cluster triplets.
Figure 9 shows the ratio of fully corrected like to mixed-
cluster triplet distributions.

Since the +++ reference sample contains one like-
charged pair, it is not surprising that A, 3 found with this
reference sample is less than the maximum expected
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TABLE IV. Results of the fit to R(Q') for the pion-pair study sample with no corrections and with both Coulomb and pion
misidentification corrections (fully corrected). The statistical error is shown first, followed by the systematic error.

Parameter SPEAR J/l( pEp yy SPEAR qq PEP qq

r (fm)
6 (GeV }
N

7 /DF

0.69+0.03+0.06
0.77+0.02+0.04

—0.01+0.02+0.01
0.99+0.01+0.01

57/53

0.46+0.04+0.05
0.63+0.06+0.03
0.07+0.04+0.01
0.95+0,03+0.01

65/53

Reference sample: unlike-charged paris
No corrections

0.56+0.05+0.05
O. 74+0.07+0.04

—0.06+0.04+0.01
1.00+0.03+0.01

48/53

0.28+0.02+0.04
0.75+0.03+0.04
0. 18+0.01+0.02
0.95+0.01+0.01

89/53

r (fm)
5 (GeV ')

x DF

1.00+0.03+0.08
0.81+0.02+0.05
0.02+0.02+0.01
0.98+0.01+0.01

47/53

0.66+0.04+0.05
0.71+0.03+0.04
0.03+0.04+0.01
0.97+0.02+0.01

61/53

Reference sample: unlike-charged pairs
Fully corrected

0.87+0.07+0.07
0.84+0.06+0.05

—0.07+0.05+0.01
1.02+0.03+0.02

50/53

0.50+0.03+0.04
0.84+0.06+0.05
0.23+0.04+0.02
0.94+0.02+0.01

94/53

r (fm)
6 (GeV-')

y /DF

0.70+0.02+0.06
0.77+0.02+0.04
0.25+0.02+0.02
0.95+0.01+0.01

57/53

0.55+0.03+0.05
0.75+0.04+0.04

—0.02+0.02+0.01
0.99+0.01+0.01

43/53

Reference sample: mixed-cluster pairs
No corrections

0.87+0.06+0.07
1.02+0.05+0.05
0.06+0.04+0.01
0.99+0.02+0.01

50/53

0.27+0.04+0.02
0.97+0.10+0.05
0. 13+0.02+0.01
0.97+0.01+0.01

91/53

r (fm)
6 (GeV-')
N

7 /DF

0.96+0.03+0.08
0.79+0.02+0.04
0.31+0.03+0.02
0.91+0.01+0.01

62/53

0.72+0.04+0.06
0.78+0.04+0.04

—0.04+0.03+0.01
0.99+0.02+0.01

45/53

Reference sample: mixed-cluster pairs
Fully corrected

1.20+0.08+0.10
1.05+0.05+0.06
0.06+0.04+0.01
0.99+0.02+0.01

55/53

0.45+0.03+0.04
1.01+0.09+0.06
0. 18+0.03+0.01
0.96+0.02+0.01

107/53

value of 5.00. However, the ++ +- reference sample
clearly shows that the SPEAR J/P and PEP yy data sets
have significantly higher values of A.3 than the other two
data sets.

Using the mixed-cluster-triplet reference sample, we
obtain values of A, 3 close to the maximum of 5.00 for the
fully corrected SPEAR J/ttj and PEP yy data sets. Fits
to the fully corrected SPEAR qq and PEP qq data sets
show a half to a third of the maximum value of A, 3.

%'e find that the two reference samples give nearly the
same values of r3, and that r3 appears to be nearly uni-
form over the four data sets. Only the PEP qq data have
a value of r3 slightly higher than the other three data
sets.

Using the mixed-cluster reference samples and fully
corrected data, we find a similar pattern in A. and A, 3. the
SPEAR J/g and PEP yy data show both A, and A, 3 values
close to their theoretical maximum, while the SPEAR qq
and PEP qq data show distinctly lower values (on the or-
der of a half for A, and a third for k3). Although triplet
analysis is statistically weaker than pair analysis, it seems
to be a more sensitive measure of the Bose-Einstein corre-
lation than the latter. This is not surprising, since the
Bose-Einstein correlation in triplets involves three corre-
lated pairs plus a purely triplet correlation term. Com-

paring r3 in triplets with r in pairs, we find

r /3 (r3 (r /2,

similar to results reported by other e+e experiments.
As a consistency check, we study the ratio of the

+++ triplets divided by the mixed-cluster triplets (un-
corrected reference sample distributions). This ratio is
expected to exhibit a Bose-Einstein enhancement due to
the one like-charged pair present in the +++ reference
sample. We fit the expression for R 3(Q3 ) to the SPEAR
J!Pdata, the only data set large enough to give a statisti-
cally significant result, and find

X3=0.53+0. 15, r3=0.77+0.07 fm .

Although we can fit only the SPEAR J/g data set, all
four data sets show some enhancement near Q3 =O. This
is consistent with the expectation that the mixed-cluster
reference sample behaves like a triplet of nonidentical
pions.

D. Bose-Einstein correlation in PEP yy pairs

In the PEP yy data, different hadronization mecha-
nisms are expected to dominate in different regions of pT,
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TABLE V. Results of fits to R3(gz) for the pion-triplet study sample with no corrections and with both Coulomb and pion
misidentification corrections (fully corrected). The statistical error is shown first, followed by the systematic error.

Parameter

A3

r3 (fm)

y /DF

SPEAR J/Q

2.46+0. 17+0.31
0.47+0.02+0.03
0.95+0.01+0.01

99/95

Reference sample: +++ triplets
No corrections

1.61+0.42+0.20
0.51+0.05+0.03
0.97+0.02+0.01

112/95

SPEAR qq

1.12+0.12+0.14
0.41+0.03+0.03
0.94+0.02+0.01

106/95

PEP qq

0.86+0. 17+0.11
0.66+0.04+0.04
0.99+0.01+0.01

86/95

k3
r, (fm)
X
y /DF

3.83+0.24+0.48
0.48+0.01+0.03
0.93+0.02+0.01

107/95

Reference sample: +++ triplets
Fully corrected

2.61+0.40+0.33
0.47+0.04+0.03
0.93+0.04+0.01

123/95

1.83+0.18+0.23
0.42+0, 03+0.03
0.92+0.03+0.01

115/95

1.60+0.25+0.20
0.64+0.04+0.04
0.99+0.01+0.01

94/95

A3

r3 (fm)
N

y /DF

3.37+0.24+0.41
0.53 0.01+0.03
0.97+0.01+0.01

92/95

1.69+0.16+0.22
0.44+0.02+0.03
0.95+0.02+0.01

94/95

Reference sample: mixed-cluster triplets
No corrections

2.94+0.63+0.35
0.54+0.04+0.03
0.97+0.02+0.01

119/95

0.83+0.16+0.11
0.66+0.04+0.04
0.99+0.01+0.01

90/95

843

r~ (fm)
X
y /DF

4.97+0.33+0.62
0.53+0.01+0.03
0.96+0.02+0.01

100/95

2.58+0.24+0. 33
0.45+0.02+0.03
0.93+0.02+0.01

101/95

Reference sample: mixed-cluster triplets
Fully corrected

4.56+0.45+0.57
0.55+0.01+0.03
0.96+0.02+0.01

125/95

1.54+0.23+0. 19
0.64+0.04+0.04
0.99+0.01+0.01

90/95

tant, A, is significantly less than the maximum value.
Within errors, the value of r is nearly independent of
PTln8 X

E. Bose-Einstein correlation in components of Q2

We first consider components of Q with respect to the
Kopylov axis defined in Sec. I. Unlike the beam direction
in nuclear collision experiments or the jet axis in two-jet
events, the Kopylov axis can be defined pair by pair in
any kind of pion production data. Two-dimensional his-
tograms of like, unlike, and mixed-cluster pairs are cumu-
lated in three sets of variables: (qT, qJ ), (qT, qo), and
(qT, qL ). No corrections are made in this analysis for
Coulomb eAects or for pion misidentification. The results
of the Q analysis of pion pairs leads us to expect that the
Coulomb and pion misidentification corrections would
serve to increase the fitted value of A., while the parame-
ters rT, rL., rL, and ro would remain as insensitive to
these corrections as r is. The ratios of like to reference
sample pairs are fitted to the expressions for R (qT, qI ),
R (qT, qo ), and R (qT, qz ) given in Sec. I. We average the

. fitted parameters for the ratios of like to unlike distribu-
tions and of like to mixed-cluster distributions. In this
way we reduce the e6'ect of the K and p phase-space
distortions present in the unlike pairs. We take half of
the di6'erence between the two fitted values as part of the
systematic error to the measured value. Results of these
calculations are listed in Table VII, and some of the cor-

responding two-dimensional distributions are shown in
Figs. 10 and 11.

The values of A, found by fitting these uncorrected
two-dimensional distributions are systematically slightly
higher than the values of k found by fitting uncorrected
distributions in Q (Table IV). This eff'ect can also be
seen by fitting slices of the (for example) (qr, ql ) distri-
bution. These slices and their fitted curves are shown in
Fig. 12 for the SPEAR J/g data. Excluding the J and
p regions from the fit, we find (statistical errors only)

A, =0.65+0.02 and r =0.78+0.01 fm

for (qT, 0.00 GeV & qL & 0.06 GeV ), and

X=O.57+0.03 and r =0.76+0.06 fm

for (0.00 GeV &qT &0.06 GeV, qL. ). These A, 's are
smaller than the k derived from the two-dimensional
(qz. , qL, ) distribution, because the Bose-Einstein enhance-
ment falls off significantly within the width of the slice.
Averaging over the slice, therefore, reduces the fitted A, .
In the same way, a one-dimensional distribution in Q
averages over the enhancement peak in the components
of Q, and the resulting fitted value of A, is lower in
R(Q ). Within error, the measured radii are the same in
the two slices as in the (qT, qj. ) distribution.

The value of ro=rI &rz-=rI ~ in all four data sets, with
rT and rL approximately equal to the radius r found in
the fits to R (Q ). Similar observations have been report-
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ed by the CLEO and TASSO Collaborations.
We also study rr, rL, and rL defined with respect to

the jet axis using a subset of PEP qq data consisting of
two-jet events. Again, no corrections have been applied
to the data. Following the procedure used in the Kopy-
lov axis analysis, we calculate the values shown in Table
VIII. The parameter A, does not differ much for the three
distributions, and these values of A, are within errors of
the values found using the Kopylov variables. We find
the same relationship between the parameters rT, rL, ro,
and rL as we did in the Kopylov axis analysis. Similar re-
sults have been recently observed by the Axial Field
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variables qT and qL ~ are defined with respect to the Kopylov axis
and are given in GeV .
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TABLE VI. In each of three bins of pT, the ratio of fully corrected like- to unlike-charged pair
max

distributions is fitted to R (Q ), and the results are shown here.

pr (GeV/c}

N++/N+
0.0-0.5

19480/30 911

0.5-0.7
21 340/32 506

& 0.7
20 922/31 243

r (fm)

Fully corrected
1.03+0.09+0.06 0.84+0.08+0.05
0.76+0.07+0.03 0.63+0.09+0.03

0.78+0. 11+0.04
0.83+0.08+0.03

Spectrometer (AFS) Collaboration in two-jet events pro-
duced in pp collisions at the CERN ISR. All the rz, rL.,
ro, and rL values found using the jet axis variables are
systematically smaller than the corresponding values
found with the Kopylov variables. Note, however, that
the data used in the jet axis study consists of two-jet
events only, while the data used in the Kopylov ahalysis
are the entire PEP qq data set.

An alternative method of examining source shape is to
study two-jet events in the PEP qq data using the parame-
trization for R (Q ) with the replacement

(sin 8+cos 8/l~ )'~2

where 8 is the angle between the sphericity axis of the
event and the three-momentum difference in the pair rest
frame. This method is closely related to the jet axis
analysis discussed above, since Q =qr+qL is just the
three-momentum di6'erence in the pair rest frame, and qT
and qL are components with respect to the jet axis. The
parametrization in terms of r' and a. describes a source
dixnension along the sphericity axis which is a factor of ~
larger (if a) 1) than the dimension perpendicular to the
sphericity axis (assuming azimuthal symmetry). We find
r'=0. 63+0.08 fm and v= 1.49+0.55 indicative of an el-
lipsoidal shape but consistent within errors with a spheri-
cal source, which is similar to the Time-Projection-
Chamber (TPC) result.

F. Other tests

Some groups have tried pair analysis by fitting other
expressions to the ratio of study to reference sample. A
comparison of several fitting expressions is shown in
Table IX for the case of the uncorrected SPEAR J/g
data, which has the highest statistics of all four data sets.
We find that the expression we have chosen [(3) in Table
IX] describes the data as well if not better than the others
listed. It has been suggested that expression (5), which
involves two Gaussians, is a better description of R in the
region of small Q . We find that expression (5) gives
essentially the same information as expression (3).

Furthermore we have also studied R(Q ) as a function
of y (defined in Sec. I) for pion pairs in PEP qq data.
Such a study has also, very recently, been advocated by
Osborne. Distributions of like and unlike pairs were
made for three regions of y: 1.0 to 2.0, 2.0 to 3.4, and
greater than 3.4, dividing the data into three sets with
roughly equal statistics. Vfe note that pion
misidentification is about 10% better in the lowest-y re-
gion than in the highest one, and that the fitted A, 's differ
slightly until the pion misidentification correction is
made. After all corrections are applied, the fitted k's and
r's are the same within errors in the three regions of y
and are consistent with the fully corrected measurements
for PEP qq data listed in Table IV.

TABLE VII. Results of fits to t~o-dimensional distributions in Kopylov variables. No corrections
have been applied to this data. The calculation of these values and the corresponding statistical (first)
and systematic (second) errors are discussed in the text. Values of the parameters rT, rL, ro, and rI are
in fm. We give the y /DF for the unlike pair analysis first and for the mixed-cluster analysis second.

Data set

SPEAR J/g

PEP yy

SPEAR qq

A, =0.74+0.02+0.09
rT =0.77+0.02+0.09
rl =0.88+0.05%0.07
y /DF= 1.90, 1.26
A. =0.93+0.10+0.11
rT =0.86+0.06+0.20
rL =0.93+0.13+0.07
y /DF= 1.21, 1.02
A, =0.58+0.03+0.07
rT =0.66+0.04%0.08
rL =0.73+0.07+0.06
y2/DF= 1.13,1.16
A, =0.40+0.20+0.09
rT =0.90%0.12+0.04
rL =1.41+0.45+0.50
y /DF=1. 13,1.03

~qT qo~

A, =0.70+0.02+0.06
rT =0.85+0.02+0.05
ro =0.64+0.03+0.16
y /DF=1. 58, 1.38
A, =O.84+0.05+0. 12
rT = 1 ~ 00+0.05+0. 15
ro =0.45+0.05+0.03
y /DF=1. 30, 1.02
A, =0.54+0.03+0.08
rT =0.82+0.05+0.03
ro =0 45+0.04+0 03
y /DF=1. 00, 1.19
A. =O. 25+0.06+0.03
rr =0.94+0. 15+0.16
ro =0.49+0.15+0.22

y /DF —0.90,0.98

A.=0.77+0.02+0.07
rT =0.84+0.02+0.04
rL =0.58+0.02+0.08
y~/DF= 1.59, 1.24
A. =0.89+0.07%0.10
rT =0.97+0.06+0. 16
rL =0.46+0.05+0.03
y /DF= 1.09, 1.06
A, =0.57+0.03+0;06
rT

=0.78+0.05+0.06
rL =0.39+0.04+0.03
y /DF=1. 09, 1.18
A, =0.34+0. 11+0.04
r T

= 1.06+0. 15+0.25
rl =0.64+0. 18+0.25
y'/DF =1.13,1.15
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G. The e8'ect of long-lived resonances and particles

FIG. 12. The Bose-Einstein enhancement in slices of
R(qT, qL ) for the uncorrected ratio of like to unlike pairs in the
SPEAR J/P data set. The dips due to the K and p in the un-
like pairs are clearly evident in (a) the slice consisting of 0.00
GeV' & qT & 0.06 GeV' projected onto the qL axis; and in (b) the
slice 0.00 GeV & qL ~ & 0.06 GeV projected onto the qT axis.

unity for two of our data sets: namely, the SPEAR J/P
and PEP yy data. A very similar conclusion was ob-
tained by the CLEO experiment.

On the other hand, the SPEAR qq and PEP qq data
sets show a significantly smaller X. The major difference
between the SPEAR J/P, PEP yy data sets and the
SPEAR qq, PEP qq data sets, in terms of hadronic pro-
duction, is the presence of charmed mesons in SPEAR qq
data and charmed and bottom mesons in PEP qq data.
%'e have used Monte Carlo —simulated events to estimate
how large a suppression we can expect from the presence
of charmed and bottom mesons.

In order to make this estimate, we analyze Monte Car-
lo data using the same cuts as for the actual data. We
model the Bose-Einstein correlations in the Monte Carlo
by weighting the like-charged pairs with the expression
for A(Q ) and using (k, r)=(1.00, 0.8 fm) as input. We
weight only pairs of pions which are correctly identified
as pions, so the resulting distribution corresponds to data
distributions which have been fully corrected. The PEP
qq data set contains both charmed and bottom mesons.
To model these data we weight all like-charged Monte
Carlo pairs of correctly identified pions except pairs con-
sisting of decay products of charmed and bottom mesons.
(Pairs of like pions coming from the same meson are still
weighted. ) Fitting the ratio of weighted like to unlike
Monte Carlo data pairs, we get (statistical errors only)

A, =0.63+0.03,
r =0.81+0.04 fm,

5=0.16+0.02 GeV

The distance c~ is a measure of the path length at
which pions from "long-lived" resonances such as the
K*, cu, and g are produced. This distance is large corn-
pared with the effective source radius r we observe. Here
c~=kc/I where I is the width of the resonance. It was
thus expected that dipions in which one pion comes
from the decay of the resonance while the other comes
from the remainder of the event will correspond to sepa-
rations of many fm. The Bose-Einstein effect will thus
tend to enhance very-low-Q regions. As mentioned
above, such regions are not accessible to our experiment.
Thus the end result would be that the effect of resonances
will give rise to a decrease in A, . From a crude estimate
we obtain a decrease of about 35%. Here again, as in the
case of final-state interactions mentioned above, correct-
ing for this effect would increase A, significantly above

Thus A, is reduced to =60% of its maximum theoretical
value due to the presence of charm and bottom mesons,
while r is essentially unaffected. Comparing these results
with the fitted parameters in the fully corrected PEP qq
data set (Table IV),

A, =0.50+0.04,
r =0.84+0.06 fm,

6=0.23+0.03 GeV

we see that the presence of charmed and bottom rnesons
seems to account for the major fraction of the suppres-
sion of k from its maximum value. An analogous study
of Monte Carlo data representing the SPEAR qq data set,
which contains charmed but no bottom mesons, similarly

TABLE VIII. Results of fits to jet-axis variables in a sample consisting of two-jet events from PEP qq
data. No corrections have been applied to this data. The calculation of the measured values and the
statistical (first) and systematic (second) errors in analogous to the procedure followed for Kopylov
variables. Values of the parameters rT, rL, ro, and rL are in fm. We give the g for the unlike pair
analysis first and for the mixed-cluster analysis second.

Data set

PEP qq X=0.40+0.03+0.06
r =0.66+0.07+0.07
rL =0.71+0.08+0. 10
y /DF=1. 01, 1.03

(qT qo)

A, =0.33+0.04+0.09
rT =0.61+0.11+0.04
ro =0.33+0.08+0.06
y /DF=0. 94,0.94

A. =O. 38+0.04+0.06
r~ =0.59+0.09+0.08
rL =0.39+0.09+0. 13

y /DF=0. 94,0.89
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TABLE IX. The results of fitting to various expressions for R for uncorrected SPEAR J/g data.
The errors shown are statistical.

Fitting expression

(1) N(1+Re " ~ )

No normalization

(2) N(1+A.e " ~ )

(3) N(1 + |Qi2)(1 +A,e ' ~ )

2 2 2Q 2

(5) N(1+A, , e
' +Ate )

A.
&

and 12 depend on
initial values used in the fit,
while their sum is constant

Fit values

A, =0.70+0.02
r =0.76+0.02 fm
N =0.58+0.01
y'/DF =58/54
A, =0.70+0.02
r =0.76+0.02 fm
N=0. 98+0.01
y / DF=58/54
A, =0.69+0.03
r =0.77+0.02 fm
N =0.99+0.01
5= —0.01+0.02
y /DF= 57/53
A, = 1.19+0.03
r=1.11+0.05 fm
N =0.95+0.01
Y /DF=119/54
A. , +A,q=0. 69+0.02
r& =0.76+0.05 fm
r2 =0.76+0. 13 fm
N =0.98+0.01
y2/DF =58/52

gives a suppressed value of A, =0.66+0.03. From Table
IV we see that the measured (fully corrected) value of A,

for the SPEAR qq data is the same: namely,
A, =0.66+0.04.

These studies indicate that once charmed and bottom
mesons are corrected for, very little room remains for
possible source coherence effects or for other unaccount-
ed corrections.

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have studied the Bose-Einstein effect for both pairs
of like pions and triplets of like pions. Our study extend-
ed over four data sets obtained with the Mark II detector
at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center. The four sets
differ both in energy and in pion production mechanism
and include runs both at SPEAR and at PEP.

Figure 13 displays the values of A, and r for the pair
analysis of the four data sets, arranged roughly in the or-
der of increasing energy available for hadron production.
We find that after all corrections have been applied, the
SPEAR J/it and PEP yy data sets show nearly maximal
values of A, . If we accept the concept implied by Bose-
Einstein statistics that the maximum value for k is A, =1
then we find that there is no room for the following two
effects which tend to decrease A, . A decrease of =35% in
A. is expected due to the effect of long-lived resonances
such as the K*, cu, and g. Like CLEO, we find that
correcting for the effect of resonances in these two data
sets would bring A, above its maximum expected value.
Similarly, no significant suppression due to the effects of
the final-state strong interaction is evident within errors
in these two data sets. Given a larger statistical sample
at the J/P, such as the data collected by the Mark III at

SPEAR or the DM2 at DCI ORSAY, it would be in-
teresting to see whether pairing pions from the cu or other
resonance region with pions outside such regions affects A,

to any greater degree than our result indicates.
The SPEAR qq and PEP qq data sets show significantly

smaller values of A, . In the previous section we saw that a
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FIG. 13. Plots of A, and r for the four data-sets, arranged
roughly in the order of increasing energy available for hadron
production. The values shown are for the fully corrected ratio
of like- to unlike-charged pair distributions (circles) and of like-
to mixed-cluster pair distributions (stars). The errors indicated
are statistical (inner bars) and systematic (difference between
inner and outer bars).
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major fraction of this suppression in A, can be accounted
for by the presence of charmed mesons in the SPEAR qq
data and both charmed and bottom mesons in the PEP qq
data, leaving only a small part of the suppression for oth-
er possible effects, such as source coherence. Although
we are unable to do the analysis because of low statistics,
it would again be interesting to study the Bose-Einstein
effect in charm and bottom enriched events.

The values of the parameter r appear to be fairly con-
stant ( =0.7 fm) for all four data sets, as well as for e+e
data from 10—34 GeV (Refs. 7-9). It is this remarkable
constancy over such very different data sets which leads
us to believe that the idea that r represents the size of the
local region, responsible for the pion pairs studied, rather
than the size of the entire source, may be correct. This
result is to be contrasted with the relativistic heavy-ion
data where a fireball model or the superposition of several
color strings is appropriate and where indeed much
larger radii, ' which appear to correspond to the entire
source, have been observed.

Results of the triplet analysis are summarized in Fig.
14, which displays the values of A, 3 and r3 found using the
mixed-cluster reference sample. Although statistics are
more limited in triplet analysis than in pair analysis,
overall we find qualitatively similar patterns in A, 3 and r3
as we do in A. and r The SP. EAR J/iP data set, with the
largest statistics, clearly shows nearly maximum value of
Av3 using the mixed-cluster reference sample with all
corrections. The value of r3 is approximately the same
for all the data sets, and r3 is between —,

' and —,
' of the

value of r, as expected from consistency arguments be-
tween pair and triplet parametrizations.

We have studied A, and r as a function of pr in the
max

2

y'

2
qp

y2

and hence qI =qp, without adding additional informa-
tion. This is in agreement with the conclusions of the
CLEO and TASSO Collaborations.

PEP yy data, and a summary of the results is shown in
Fig. 15. %'ithin the available statistics, we find that A, in
the lowest pT bin (VDM region) is consistent with the

max

maximum value, and that A, decreases with increasing
pr (transition to the hard-scattering region, where

max

again charm production is expected).
A study of the pion pair Bose-Einstein enhancement in

the two-dimensional distribution of invariant quantities
R(qT, qL ~ ) gives the same values for the parameters rT
and rL, both when qT is calculated with respect to the
net pair three-momentum (Kopylov axis) and when it is
calculated with respect to the jet axis for two-jet events in
the PEP qq data set. Similar results have been reported
by the CLEO, TASSO, and AFS Collaborations. Fits
to the two-dimensional distributions of noninvariant
quantities R(qT, ql ) and R(qT, qo) indicate that
Pp PL TET to 2PT ~

—2

Here rL. =rT implies that the "local" source region for
the pions studied is nearly spherical in the dipion rest
frame. 'One can interpret the fact that rL & rl in terms of
an expanding local source region. In the dipion rest
frame (rL.) the local source moves with the dipions. In
the laboratory system (rL ) the local source appears con-
tracted. '. These results point to the fact that the invari-
ant form R (Q ) is a good representation of the data. The
noninvariant variables rL and rp in the Kopylov formula-
tion then simply reflect the relations
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FIG. 14. Plots of A,3 and r3 for the four data sets, arranged
roughly in the order of increasing energy available for hadron
production. The values shown are for the fully corrected ratio
of like- to mixed-cluster triplet distributions. The errors indi-
cated are statistical (inner bars) and systematic (difference be-
tween inner and outer bars).
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FIG. 15. Plots of A, and r for the PEP yy data set as a func-

tion ofpT . The values shown are for the fully corrected ratio
max

of like- to unlike-pair distributions, and the errors indicated are
statistical.
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APPENDIX A: COULOMB CORRECTION
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For like- (l) and unlike- (u) charged pairs the inclusive
distribution in the presence of the pair Coulomb interac-
tion is given by

P/(k], k2) =GI(q)P„(k), k~),

P„(k„k2 ) = G„(g)P„(k„k~),
where P„(k„k~) is the pair inclusive distribution in the
absence of the Coulomb force, and

Q9Q I I I I I I I I I I I ) I I I I I I I I I I I
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Q (Gev )

FIG. 16. The Gamow factors G&(q) (dotted-dashed line) and

G„(g) (dashed line). In order to get the ratio R of like- to
unlike-charged pairs in the absence of the Coulomb final-state
interaction, we in e6'ect multiply the observed R by the factor
6„/6& (solid line).

GI(g) =
exp(2~g) —1

G„(n)=
1 —exp( —2ng)

II, —k, I

Here, o.=—„'„and k& and kz are pion four-momenta in

the pair center-of-mass frame, so that

am
2

The correction for Coulomb effects is done by weight-
ing each like pair by 1/GI(g) and each unlike pair by
1/G, (q). The ratio of the corrected like to corrected un-

like pairs then represents R in the absence of the
Coulomb interaction. The correction is small except for
very small Q values, as shown in Fig. 16.

The extension of this correction to charged-pion trip-
lets was derived by Liu to first order in n. If we label
the three pions in a triplet as 1, 2, and 3, then the charged
triplet distribution P, (k„k2, k3) is related to the same
distribution in the absence of the Coulomb interaction

P( kkz, k)3as follows:

P, (k „k~,k3 ) = G(g, ~)G(q~3)G(g3, )P„(k~, k2, k3 ),
where

C2 =Gl(vl, 2)G„(vlz3)G„(r)3, ) .

Finally, the mixed-cluster reference sample triplet con-
tains one unlike-charged pair and two effectively neutral
pairs, so this reference sample is corrected with

C3 =G„(q,2) .

In analogy to the procedure in pairs, the Coulomb
correction for triplets is done by weighting each like-
charged triplet with 1/C„each +++ triplet with 1/C2,
and each mixed-cluster reference triplet with 1/C3.

APPENDIX B: PION-MISIDENTIFICATION
CORRECTION

Some fraction of the study sample consists of pairs in
which one or both particles have been misidentified as
pions. Such pairs exhibit no Bose-Einstein correlation,
and to a first approximation we can model their distribu-
tion in Q using the distribution of reference pairs. The
contamination of reference pairs by misidentified pions is
neglected. An analogous treatment is applied to the trip-
let study sample.

Let us define T as the fraction of like-charged pairs
containing two correctly identified pions. The pion
misidentification correction is done bin by bin on the
like-charged pion pair distribution in Q as follows:

G&(q;~ ) for a like-charged pair,
G(rl; )= '

G„(g,z) for an unlike-charged pair,
Bcorr

I I (1 —T ),

We use three kinds of charged triplets. The like-
charged triplet contains three like-charged pairs, so the
Gamow correction is given by

C1 = GI( 912)GI ("723)GI( 931)

The +++ reference sample triplet contains one like-
charged pair and two unlike-charged pairs, so this refer-
ence sample is corrected using

where B& and B„are the bin contents of the like-charged
pair distribution and the unlike-charged pair distribution,
respectively, and nr and n„are the number of like- and
unlike-charged pairs, respectively, in the region 0.68
VeV (Q ( 1.0 GeV . We use this region to normalize
the number of like pairs to the number of unlike pairs.
The fraction T is listed in Table X for each of the four
data sets.
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TABLE X. The fraction of correctly identified pions T, followed by the fraction of correctly
identified pion pairs T and triplets T . The second, third, and fourth columns contain the fractions
of like-charged triplets with one (F1), two (F2), and three (F3) misidentified pions.

Monte Carlo

data set
77l 7Tf7'

F3=-
7Tf 7Tf 7Tf

MC SPEAR J/Q
MC PEP yy
MC SPEAR qq
MC PEP qq

0.90
0.89
0.90
0.84

0.81
0.80
0.81
0.72

0.73
0.71
0.72
0.64

0.24
0.26
0.25
0.30

0.02
0.02
0.02
0.05

& 0.01
& 0.01
& 0.01
& 0.01

Like-charged triplets contain a fraction T „ofthree
correctly identified pions, a fraction F1 of two correct
and one misidentified pion, a fraction F2 of one correct
and two misidentified pions, and a fraction F3 of three
misidentified pions. The relative size of these fractions is
listed in Table X. Fractions F2 and F3 exhibit no Bose-
Einstein correlation and are therefore modeled by the
mixed-cluster reference sample. Fraction F1 contains
one like-charged pion pair and is modeled by the +++
reference sample.

Analogous to pairs, the pion misidentification correc-
tion is done bin by bin on like-triplet Q3 distributions as
follows:

n
B+++F)—BcoI'I I

I I n+++
8 (F2+F3),

n

where BI, B+++, and B are the bin contents of the
like-charged, +++, and mixed-cluster triplet distribu-
tions, respectively, and nj, n+++, and n are the relative
numbers of like-charged, +++, and mixed-cluster trip-
lets in the region of 0.5 GeV (Q3 ( 1.0 GeV .

The pion misidentification correction is carried out
after the appropriate Coulomb final-state correction has
been applied to each distribution.

APPENDIX C: MIXED-Ci USTER
RKFKRKNCK SAMPLES

The goal of event mixing is to produce a reference sam-
ple which is free of undesirable correlations (such as reso-
nances in unlike-charged pairs and the Bose-Einstein
correlation in the +++ triplets) while reproducing the
kinematical phase space of the study sample. The most
common event mixing procedure pairs all the pions from
one event with all the pions from another event. For
event topologies containing clear jets or clusters, such as
our PEP qq and PEP yy data sets, this algorithm pro-
duces pairs whose kinematical phase-space distribution is
distorted and therefore cannot be used as a reference
sample. Our event mixing algorithm, referred to as clus-
ter mixing, reproduces the kinematical phase space af the
study samples in all four data sets by a careful combina-
tion of parts of events commonly called clusters.

Events in each of the four data sets are passed through
a Lund-Monte Carlo —cluster-finding routine, which
defines clusters of particles using all the "good quality"
momentum vectors of both charged and neutral particles
in an event. This routine assigns the input particles to
the found clusters, and labels the clusters in each event in
order of decreasing cluster momentum (assigns the clus-
ter order number) The. SPEAR J/g, SPEAR qq, and
PEP yy data sets are made up almost entirely of one-
cluster events, although the typical cluster in a PEP yy
event is more "bunched up" than in the other two data
sets. The PEP qq data consist mostly of two-cluster
events (69%) and events with three or more clusters.

The cluster-mixing algorithm takes the event being an-
alyzed (analysis event) and creates a modified event by the
following procedure: to each cluster in the analysis
event, the cluster-mixing algorithm adds on the momen-
tum vectors of a selected set of pions n from an ap-
propriate cluster of another event. The criteria for the
selection of the pions m are based on the nature of the
cluster to which they are to be added (called the analysis
cluster). First, the multiplicity of ir is chosen to be the
average of the m. and ~ multiplicities in the analysis
cluster. Second, the m. are required to originate from a
cluster of the same order number as the analysis cluster.
In a two-jet event, for exarriple, m added to the lower-
energy jet must come from the lower-energy jet of anoth-
er two-jet event. Finally, we define a net three-
momentum of the analysis cluster by summing the three-
inomenta of all the pions and other charged and neutral
tracks (called nonpions) used to find the cluster. The
three-momentum vectors of ~™are then rotated as a
group, so that the net three-momentum of the ~ is
parallel to the net three-momentum of all the nonpion
particles in the analysis cluster.

The modified event, then, consists of the original ~+
and m and the added m . The modified event is assem-
bled cluster by cluster from the analysis event, but the
reference pairs and triplets in the modified event are
made using the modified event as a whole. Since the ~
are not correlated with either the ~+ or the ~ in the
modified event, the mixed-cluster pair reference sample
m

—~ contains no resonance signals, and the mixed-
cluster triplet reference sample ~+a ~ is entirely free
of the Bose-Einstein correlation.
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